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ABSTRACT
In its efforts to produce a more comprehensive range of housing
alternatives, IBA has proposed the development of a housing cooperative
for moderate-income families in Boston's South End. As a report to the
client, IBA, this thesis investigated various mechanisms which could
ensure that a housing cooperative would remain affordable to
moderate-income families over the long run. Current housing trends in the
South End supported IBA's concern regarding long-term housing
affordability. This study looked at the neighborhood housing situation
and at mechanisms whic could control rising housing costs. The mechanisms
were external ones which provided financing insurance or subsidies to the
co-op and kept costs low. Internal mechanisms such as resale policy were
more useful to IBA because of the discontinuation of many federal
programs, the external mechanisms.
Three applicable resale options (par-value, market-rate and limited
equity) demonstrated the different approaches an IBA-sponsored co-op could
follow. Limiting the equity proved to be the best option for IBA because
it controlled long-term affordability while permitting co-op members to
keep pace with cost of living increases.
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INTRODUCTION
In the Fall of 1983, I approached John Ackerman at Inquilinos
Boricuas en Accion (IBA) about working on current housing policy for the
South End organization. He had a proposal which IBA had submitted earlier
that year to the Boston Redevelopment Authority (BRA) for the development
of a housing cooperative for moderate-income families. The proposal was
not as extensive as it should have been. Several of IBA's proposed plans
concerning the housing co-op's structure were merely ideas which required
expansion and research. For instance, IBA contemplated limiting the
equity and consistently using the cooperative's right of first refusal.
The organization, however, needed to learn the advantages and
disadvantages associated with the concepts which it considered
implementing in the housing cooperative. Before the cooperative was
developed, IBA needed to learn of other available mechanisms which could
help ensure that the housing co-op's units would remain affordable to
moderate-income families in the future.
As part of my HUD internship at MIT, I researched housing
cooperatives, specifically limited equity co-ops and co-ops which served
low- and moderate-income families. This thesis looks at mechanisms, such
as the various resale policies, which IBA could implement in the
development of its housing co-op to ensure that the membership shares
would not become too costly for moderate-income families as the housing
changes hands.
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IPROPOSAL FOR THE "SOUTH END HOUSING COOPERATIVE"
IBA has accomplished even more than it set out to for the South End
of Boston fifteen years ago. The success of its redevelopment of Boston
Redevelopment Parcel #19 into low- and moderate-income, family and elderly
housing has been well documented by IBA and by outside individuals and
groups. The development known as Villa Victoria is home primarily to a
large segment of Boston's Puerto Rican community. (50% of the residents
are Hispanic.) The community is multi-ethnic, however, with 30% of the
residents being White, 15% Black, and 5% other minority groups. IBA, as a
non-profit community development and social service corporation, has well
served the residents of its South End community. Formed during the
residents' interface with Urban Renewal in the 1960s, IBA has addressed
housing, economic and social needs of the Parcel #19 residents unmet by
the community-at-large and by the City.
In its efforts to produce a more comprehensive range of housing
alternatives, IBA proposes to develop a housing cooperative for
moderate-income families. The proposed "South End Co-op" would be within
the vicinity of Villa Victoria and consist of the rehabilitation of vacant
South End properties. After rehabilitation is completed, the cooperative
will contain approximately 24 housing units for moderate-income families
and one commercial space. In response to the City's request for proposals
on the South End properties, IBA submitted a proposal to the Boston
Redevelopment Authority (BRA) for the rehabilitation of two buildings
located at 72 Warren Avenue and 4-18 Clarendon Street into a 24-unit
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housing co-op. Whether or not the BRA designates it developer of this
specific property, IBA will implement its plans for development of a
moderate-income housing co-op. For IBA, this co-op would be the next
logical step in its community development process after subsidized
low-income rental housing. The "South End Co-op" would offer housing to
families moving out of Villa Victoria because of increasing income of
because of desires to become homeowners.
Moderate-income families reside in 20% of Villa Victoria's housing
units while the remaining 80% house of the units house low-income families
eligible for rent supplement or leased housing programs. Due to their
limited incomes, the majority of Villa Victoria's residents benefit from
the rental assistance programs which help them meet high housing costs.
The predominant programs are the Section 8 and 236 subsidy programs which
supplement the difference between 25% of the tenant's income and the
actual housing costs. As the tenant's job situation improves, however,
and his or her income increases to a level closer to the median income,
the subsidy programs become disadvantageous to the tenant. The tenant
whose income has increased from a low to a moderate level would continue
to pay 25% of his or her income for the same unit. This would mean paying
more rent without the benefit of an improvement or enlargement of the
housing unit. Table 1 shows the difference between a tenant's rent as
income changes.
If a family's income increased over time as it does in Table 1, its
rent would increase while the rental subsidy would decrease. The famiily
would presumably be able to afford better housing elsewhere. With the
situation described above, a low-income tenant family would find
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subsidized Villa Victoria housing to be advantageous to them. Conversely,
as the family moved into the moderate-income category, it would be to its
disadvantage to continue to reside in Villa Victoria.
TABLE 1: RENT PAID IN SUBSIDIZED HOUSING
*Income increases due to job improvement while everything
else (housing costs, rental subsidy requirements) remain
constant.
Tenant/Family Monthly Rent
at Income (25% of income)
Time A $10500 $219
Time B $16700 $348
Time C $23000 $479
IBA would like to see all Villa Victoria residents inevitably
experience positive change in their jobs and incomes. As this occurs,
however, families will find it in their best interest to move out of Villa
Victoria. In the last few years, Villa Victoria has experienced some
turnover as a result of rising income of its tenants. The family that
initially benefitted from the rent subsidy because its income was low, has
had to move out of Villa Victoria as its job situation improved and the
subsidy became a problem.
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1. IBA's Proposal for the "South End Co-op", section VII.
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II
THE HOUSING SITUATION
Departure from IBA housing has often meant departure from the South
End for these "new" moderate-income families because the area housing
market has been too costly for them. The demand for affordable
moderate-income housing in the South End is not being met by the private
housing market. Villa Victoria residents whose job situation improvements
and rising incomes preclude them from continuing to live in subsidized
housing find that there is a limited supply of affordable market rentals
in the area. Despite a large housing supply, moderate-income families
have difficulty securing South End housing that is both affordable to
their budgets and suited to their needs. Gentrification and inflation
have exerted their presence on the South End, reducing the supply of
rentals and driving up housing costs. IBA's purpose in developing the
housing co-op is to begin to alleviate these market problems for
moderate-income families. IBA however has to consider how it will
continue to ensure that the co-op units remain affordable over time to the
families. Factors which have affected the South End neighborhood housing
market could very easily have detrimental effects on the affordability of
the "South End Co-op."
This chapter will examine the seriousness which surrounds IBA's
concern regarding the continued affordability of its proposed coop. Are
IBA's trepidations unfounded or are they based on fact? What are the
factors which have affected the community's housing market and which could
possibly affect the "South End Co-op?" Finally, how does IBA begin to
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control the long-term affordability of the moderate-income housing co-op?
Homeownership and market-rate rentals are the options available to
the families moving out of Villa Victoria. The transition from IBA's
subsidized rental units to either market-rate rental or to the
homeownership market has been difficult. The supply of housing in both
market has been low while the costs have been high, thus limiting the
options of timing, location and financing of housing available to families
with limited incomes. Housing analysts for the Conference on Alternative
State and Local Policies report that in the past few years rents have
increased while quality of rental units has declined. The Conference
analysts report that the availability of rental units has declined and the
price of existing rental units has increased because of the low supply and
high demand for rental units. This organization states that from 1973 to
1977 approximately 1.5 million rental units were-removed fro the national
housing market due to either abandonment or condominium conversion. These
housing units along with demolished units were primarily rental units
which were affordable to low- and moderate-income families. Entrance into
the unsubsidized rental market is not as easy as it might appear to be ---
especially for families with a history of difficulty meeting their
non-shelter needs.
The homeownership market is no easier to enter than the unsubsidized
rental market. There are supply and demand problems confronting the home
purchaser, along with costly debt financing. A recent newspaper article
states that "there are far more people looking for houses than there are
houses available .... 2" A spokesperson for the Massachusetts Home Builders
Association reports that the state requires 35,000 units of new housing
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annually yet approximately 15,500 a year are built.3 Renovation and sale
of existing housing is on the rise as a result of this demand. Existing
housing sales in Boston increased 30% from the first quarter of 1983, to
the first quarter of 1984, with an average price of $118,914.4 This
average price with a loan for 90% of the cost, a 9% annual interest rate
and a 30-year term would demand a monthly mortgage payment of
approximately $861. An increase in costs associated with homeownership has
accompanied the decrease in supply and increase in demand for the purchase
of homes.
HOUSING IN THE SOUTH END
The history of the South End and current market conditions caution IBA to
protect the "South End Co-op" so that it will be affordable to
moderate-income families in years to come. Housing changes which have
occurred in the South End since the 1960s demonstrate the volatility of
the housing market and its accompanying instability for moderate-income
families. Households at the extremes of the income scale appear to have
an available and affordable supply of housing in the area. 38% of the
South End housing stock receives federal and state subsidies, thus easing
the housing problem for low-income households.5 Middle- and upper-income
families can afford to participate in the area's unsubsidized housing
market. The stability of moderate-income families in the South End is
questionable, however, because they can afford neither subsidized nor
unsubsidized housing. The 1960s brought the country's largest Urban
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Renewal program to the neighborhood -- and with it the displacement of
thousands of predominantly low and moderate-income families. Estimates of
the actual figure have ranged anywhere from 3,000 to 15,000 households
which were displaced.6 The displacement was followed by wealthy families,
primarily White, settling in the South End. The Urban Renewal effort has
been held responsible by many community groups for the displacement and
the encouragement of gentrification of the South End.
The South End has become a prime location for downtown workers. It
is within walking distance to the City's major commercial, government and
cultural districts. The neighborhood also has access to public
transportation and a good network of public facilities such as schools,
health clinics, hospitals and churches. Of major appeal to Boston's
gentry is the South End's's architecture. The neighborhood has perhaps
the country's largest supply of urban Victorian housing architecture. The
Victorian rowhouses have been prime targets for rehabilitation and
marketing to middle- and upper-income households. Originally built in the
1800s for Boston's wealthy families and then converted to apartments and
lodging houses for an immigrant working class by the turn of the century,
the rowhouses today are reverting full circle to the class for whom their
developers intended them. In its report on subsidized housing in the
South End, the BRA admitted the neighborhood was undergoing gentrification
and had potential for more of the same.
...the South End had unique architectural integrity,
coupled with its proximity to the downtown, that provided the
potential for the development of an attractive, middle- and
upper-middle income neighborhood. Spurred on by expanding
office construction downtown, as well as by the development of
the Prudential Center complex directly to the west, a new
market appeal was starting to emerge in the South End. By the
mid-1960s, private developers and higher-income families were
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buying and rehabilitating old brick townhouses in small but
increasing numbers.
Census information substantiates that more home owners moved into the
neighborhood from 1970 to 1980. During this time the number of
owner-occupied homes in the South End increased 49%. (See Table 2.) As the
table shows, not all housing units in the South End are occupied.
Approximately 1500 units of housing in 1980 were unoccupied. Temporary
vacancy, abandonment or removal from the housing market account for the
difference between total housing units in the South End and the number of
occupied units.
TABLE 2: HOUSING UNITS IN THE SOUTH END
1970 .198Q % change
Total housing units 10,358 12,525 +21%
Owner-occupied units 1,068 1,591 +49%
Renter-occupied units 7,710 9,344 +21%
Source: U.S. Census
The "South End Co-op" would add 24 additional units of
owner-occupied housing to the above figures, although it would be housing
for moderate-income families. Higher income families have moved in large
numbers into the South End's rowhouses converted to condominiums. John
Priestley, chairperson of the zoning board of appeals, says that he has
seen "a hundred lodging houses converted to condominiums" over the last
five years in the South End." 9 The rapid increase of condo conversions has
made home ownership in the inner city possible for some households,
primarily for relatively affluent professionals.
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Home ownership for moderate-income families remains unfavorable at
this time. High mortgage costs make the American dream of owning a home
an obstacle for moderate-income families (as well as for families with
lower and in some cases higher incomes). Current mortgage interest rates
are reported at 13 1/4 % - 14%.10 Although these interest rates are more
favorable to the home purchaser than the 17+% rates of the late 1970s and
early 1980s, they still are a high monthly expense which many families
cannot afford. Unfortunately the home mortgage outlook does not appear to
be improving. The National Association of Realtors reports that "interest
rates may decline modestly over the summer but will head upward again
later this year and in 1985, topping 14%, as high federal deficits squeeze
the money supply."
With these high financing expenses, a moderate-income family moving
out of Villa Victoria would encounter difficulty purchasing a home in the
South End. [Sales price estimates of condos in the neighborhood range from
$65,000 to $120,000.12 Mortgage financing would add little to the family's
home security while placing the family in long-term debt. The 1980 U.S.
Census documents higher monthly mortgage costs for home owners in the
South End ($575 - $755) than for Boston ($407). Conversely, the median
family income in the South End ($14,571) was lower than the City figure
($16,062) 13
The restoration of the South End is responsible for the disparity
between the neighborhood's and the City's median incomes and home
ownership costs. The court-appointed receiver of the Boston Housing
Authority credited the "renaissance" of Boston for the displacement of its
races and classes. Lewis Spence, the Receiver, said that "white wealth
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and institutional power encroach on enclaves of black and Hispanic poor"
in the South End. 1 It is obvious that the revitalization will continue
and that the South End will continue to appeal to gentry. Copley Place,
the latest encroachment on the neighborhood, will undoubtedly bring with
it more restoration and displacement of persons, races and classes whose
presences in the neighborhood is not safeguarded.
IBA, as developer of the "South End Co-op", would like to ensure
that the families for whom the housing is intended are not prevented by
market conditions and the "appeal" of the neighborhood from affording the
co-op membership price (share downpayment). The recent history of the
neighborhood points to the possibility that both inflation and
gentrification factors would threaten the financial security of
moderate-income housing such as the proposed co-op. If left alone in the
market, a moderately-priced housing unit in 1984 would rise rapidly as
real estate values in the South End increased. In ten years the price
would be affordable only to higher income households. (See Table 3.)
Development of moderate-income housing will assist in reducing the
turnover in the community and promote a more stable environment.
community stabilization is necessary if IBA is to achieve its general goal
of "advancing community residents along with their living environments." 1 5
One of IBA's objectives is to ensure the residents' long-term community
control of housing and living conditions.16 Neighborhood turnover prevents
IBA from achieving the objective of control. In addition, if local
housing market conditions prevent departing Villa Victoria families from
staying in the South End, IBA's possibility of a more-unified, larger
community is lessened. Families moving out of the South End will have
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fewer ties with the area as they become established elsewhere.
Furthermore, the Hispanic political base of the South End is weakened if
moderate-income Puerto Ricans cannot afford the area housing. The
community is faced with stability problems if it cannot support all income
groups.
TABLE 3: FUTURE MARKET VALUE OF $31145 UNIT
Appreciation
per year(%)
0%
1%
2%
3%
4%
5%
6%
7%
8%
9%
10%
Income (at 5%
annual inflation
rate, base = $19861
Future Market. Value After
3 years 5 years 7 years 10 years
$31145 $31145 $31145 $31145
32089 32734 33392 34404
33051 34387 34776 37966
34033 36106 38304 41856
35034 37893 40985 46102
36054 39750 43824 50732
37094 41679 46831 55776
38154 43682 50012 61267
39234 45762 53377 67240
40334 47920 56934 73732
41454 50159 60693 80782
$21897 24141 26616 30811
Comprehensive community development of the Parcel #19 area and of the
Hispanic community entails meeting future needs as well as the community's
immediate ones. Villa Victoria residents will have a need for affordable
moderate-income housing once the low-income subsidized housing becomes
prohibitive to them in terms of cost. A housing co-op designed for and
managed by moderate-income families is a reasonable solution to the South
End housing predicament which makes subsidized and unsubsidized housing
too expensive for them. The "South End Co-op" will provide ownership
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benefits to moderate-income families while reducing operationg costs,
disbursing financial responsibility, and remaining more affordable than
single-family homeownership. Self-management and learning through
cooperation will be added benefits from the co-op experience. The
addition of more units to the South End's moderate-income housing supply
would minimize some disadvantages of housing co-ops. The purpose of this
thesis is not to extol the virtues of housing cooperatives but to examine
a housing co-op as a means of providing long-term affordable housing to
moderate-income families.
The "South End Co-op" will have to see that its objective of
providing affordable housing and ownership opportunity to moderate-income
families is assured for the future. The best means of protecting the
co-op's affordability is via mechanisms which would control the effects of
inflationary and market factors on the cost. Housing co-ops have access
to both external and internal mechanisms which would soften these
effects. External mechanisms include federal and state funds which
subsidize housing costs or insure mortgage loans. Internal mechanisms are
found in the organizational and managerial structure of a co-op, such as
the resale policy and the procurement of reserve funds. IBA needs to know
these internal and external mechanisms in order to decide which to
implement to manage the serious issue of long-term affordability.
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III
MECHANISMS OF FINANCIAL CONTROL
Housing cooperatives have used a variety of mechanisms with which to
ensure that the housing will not eventually be too expensive for low and
moderate income families when the housing changes hands. These mechanisms
can be classified as the following: External mechanisms are the funding
sources accessible to housing co-ops, and internal mechanisms are the
options co-ops can implement in their organizational structure. IBA
should explore both types of instruments and their applicability to the
"South End Co-op" if it is to successfully offer a positive, long-term
alternative for solving the South End's housing problems. In response to
IBA's need for information, I have surveyed various instruments capable of
controlling the long-term costs of co-ops. These instruments have been
primarily used by established low- and moderate income co-ops. As can be
expected, some external control mechanisms (funding resources) are
currently unavailable to co-ops due to lack of funding. They are
nevertheless described in this section because of the possibility that
they will be re-activated in the future. The "South End Co-op" and IBA
should familiarize itself with the mechanisms. (Appendix B is a list of
definitions of terms pertinent to housing cooperatives which could help
clarify the descriptions of the mechanisms.) The internal mechanisms are
described in more detail in sections following this chapter.
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EXTERNAL MECHANISMS
Financial resources are the tangible tools which a co-op can use to
increase its long-term stability. Resources in the form of grants, loans
and subsidies are available from the different government levels for co-op
use. Federal and state-insured low interest loans and funds help the
co-op manage financial instability. There are also grants for structural
improvement of buildings Prior to government funding cutbacks, use of
these tools by housing co-ops had begun to be effective.
The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) is the
provider of the major federal assistance programs to low- and
moderate-income housing cooperatives in urban areas. [The Farmers Home
Administration (FmHA) operates programs for rural cooperatives.] FmHA and
HUD offer rural and urban co-ops assistance in constructing, organizing
and subsidizing cooperative housing. HUD programs consist of below-market
interest rate FHA-insured programs where HUD subsidizes the interest
rate. They included the following FHA mortgage insurance programs:
Sections 213, 203 (n), 236 and 221 (d) (3) of the National Housing Act.
Both 221(d)(3) BMIR and 236 have been discontinued. Housing co-ops also
had the opportunity to take advantage of the Section 8 Housing Assistance
Payments Program which has also been shelved by the federal government.
The federal mortgage insurance programs are beneficial in helping a
co-op reduce its costs and maintain its long-term affordability for low-
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and moderate-income families as the housing changes hands. Access to
federal insurance reassures lenders that they will not suffer a loss in
case a co-op defaults on its mortgage. Lenders offer co-ops favorable
loan terms in return for the mortgage insurance. The interest rate for
FHA-insured mortgages is generally below the prevailing market mortgage
costs -- and co-ops are therefore able to pass on the reduced savings to
future cooperators.
Each of the federal assistance programs applicable to moderate
income co-ops are described below, including any difficulties IBA would
encounter in their application to the "South End Co-op."
Section 213
Section 213 of the National Housing Act is the only federal mortgage
insurance program exclusively for co-ops. Under 213, HUD provides
mortgage insurance on investor-sponsored housing co-ops of five or more
units for construction, conversion, substantial rehabilitation or
refinancing. Mortgages for both new housing and conversions of existing
housing are insured under 213. Mortgages are written at the prevailing FHA
market rate and up to a 40-year term. Co-ops have reported difficulty in
making the numbers work because of high interest rates. This program's
ability to protect housing affordability from inflation is impaired by its
financing arrangement.
Section 203(n)
Section 203(n) provides insurance for mortgages designed to purchase
individual shares in co-ops whose blanket mortgages are insured by HUD.
(One assumable blanket loan finances land and buildings acquisition and
overall improvements on the co-op. Share loans assist individuals in
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purchasing shares of co-op stock or a membership certificate.) The
maximum mortgage amount is $67,500. However, it can be "increased up to
95% of the median one-family house price for the area, in geographical
areas where high sales prices have restricted housing opportunities for
moderate and middle-income persons."2 203(n) can only be applied for the
resale of co-op shares. It therefore would assist families having
difficulty in affording costly downpayments as the "South End Co-op's"
units change hands.
Section 236
The rental and co-op housing mortgage insurance program (236) has
been frozen by the federal government. When it was in operation, 236
offered mortgage interest subsidies to co-ops and rental owners
Section 8
The Section 8 Housing Assistance Payments Program was the major
federal subsidy available to low- and moderate-income families living in
cooperatives. It was primarily available to households living in rental
housing. Section 8 subsidies were also available to developers of low-
and moderate-income cooperative housing. The subsidy program has been
discontinued however. Section 8 would have difficulty if it were
continuing because it would not have the assistance of its compatible
mortgage insurance subsidy programs 221(d)(3) and 236.
State Programs
Like the federal government, the state has its own assistance
programs which cooperatives can use for their financing. Problems similar
to those of federal programs would exist for the "South End Co-op" with
the Commonwealth's assistance programs. Funding limits the program to
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co-ops housing low-income households.
Many of the programs have been designed for low-income housing. For
instance, the Massachusetts Housing Finance Agency (MHFA) has a small
supply of low-interest loans for housing cooperatives. The loans
stipulate however that at least 25% of the housing be reserved for
low-income families. In addition, Massachusetts Chapter 707 Leased
Housing Program provides subsidies specifically for the use of low-income
families. The use of state program mechanisms to control future co-op
housing costs for moderate-income families is obviously limited by the few
available programs.
State legislation has been implemented which establishes a
Massachusetts Home Mortgage Finance Agency. The agency would provide for a
portion of the proceeds from every note or bond issue to finance the
purchase of housing co-op shares. Chapter 264 of the Acts of 1982 amended
the previous acts and established the MHMFA. This legislation is an
important step for cooperatives in the Commonwealth because it will
hopefully pave the way for additional legislation favorable to housing
cooperatives. Furthermore, if mortgage financing is secured through an
instrument such as the MHMFA, the "South End Co-op" will have a good
chance of ensuring the affordability of its housing as the units are
resold because incoming cooperators will have access to share loan
financing (assuming the interest rates would be affordable).
Primary and Secondary Markets
The disadvantages surrounding the financing of housing co-ops weaken
the ability of external mechanisms to control the affordability of the
housing as it changes hands. One of the disadvantages is the lack of
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assistance programs geared toward housing co-ops. Not only is there a
scarcity of both federal and state initiatives to assist co-ops, there is
also a lack of lenders willing to finance housing co-ops. The lack of
interest on the part of lenders to finance the construction or
rehabilitation of housing cooperatives has been documented as being due to
the unfamiliarity of lenders with co-ops. Banks have reported that they
are unfamiliar with the loan instruments used in co-ops. This is
understandable considering that there is no standardization among loans
used in co-op financing. There are no specific loan instruments lenders
use and "there do not appear to be any loan instruments specifically
geared to making cooperative loans.", Lenders making co-op loans vary the
loan-to-value ratio, the stability of the interest rate, the payment term
and the length of the loan. Furthermore, because loans to co-ops are
often packaged with various public and private sources, lenders are left
with less conformity among loan packaging than they might otherwise be.
Another reason for the lack of interest lenders have toward co-ops
is their unfamiliarity with the cooperative concept. As the number and
the success of housing co-ops grows, this deficiency should decrease. The
popularity of housing co-ops should also help spur the interest which both
state and federal governments take in this type of multi-family housing.
Demand for cooperative housing should encourage the growth of assistance
programs and loan instruments geared toward housing co-ops thereby
increasing the effectiveness of external mechanisms to control for the
affordability of housing -- especially for low and moderate-income
households.
In order for external sources of cooperative assistance to multiply
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and strengthen, a secondary mortgage market for cooperatives should be
created. Currently, a national secondary mortgage market for co-ops
(transferral of existing instruments among suppliers of funds) does not
exist. This has been a deterrent to cooperative housing development
because it meant little added liquidity for the lender and reduction in
risk in comparison with the co-op form of ownership and that of
single-family homes. The Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation (FHLMC)
has the ability to purchase blanket loans (loans issued to the co-op
organization) but cannot purchase share loans. FHLMC cannot provide share
loan financing because share loans are not secured by real property. The
Federal National Mortgage Association (FNMA) also has no secondary market
for the purchase of share loan financing for co-ops. There is current
federal legislation however for a FNMA program to provide a secondary
market outlet for conventional co-op loans. These loans would include
blanket project loans and individual share loans. Since Freddie Mac and
Fannie Mae are competitors for conventional loans, the new FNMA endeavor
would probably spur FHLMC to create its secondary market for co-op share
loans.
Other legislation which will affect the secondary mortgage market
for cooperatives is the revised HUD 203(n) program. The old Section
203(n) provided mortgage insurance financing t individuals purchasing
shares in co-ops with HUD-insured blanket mortgages. Last year's federal
housing bill allows HUD to insure cooperative share loans regardless of
whether the underlying blanket (project) mortgage is insured.
Despite the recent endeavors of HUD, Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, the
Reagan administration has curtailed the federal role in the secondary
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housing market. The current administration has not supported Fannie Mae
and Freddie Mac legislations which would increase their dominance in the
secondary market in order to encourage private involvement.5 Restricting
the powers of FNMA might encourage the private sector's involvement in
mortgage-backed securities, yet it does not guarantee that private
investors will promote a secondary market for cooperative housing blanket
and share loans. The fact that the country lacks a secondary market for
housing co-op loans is an indicator, in my opinion, that government
encouragement and assistance is required for its growth.
These external mechanisms above are all important to the long-term
affordability of cooperative housing. The growth of loan and other
instruments used in the financing of cooperative housing should spur the
amount of co-op lending. This should result in the development of
secondary market opportunities for co-op loans -- and finally the
long-term affordability of low and moderate-income housing.
Use of external mechanisms is important to the "South End Co-op" for
its funding purposes. In 1983 the regional director of the National
Consumer Cooperative Bank (NCCB) expressed the bank's interest in
receiving a financing application from IBA for the development of a
moderate-income housing co-op. The NCCB could offer IBA interest
supplements, self-help development loans or market interest rate loans.
One of the NCCB's eligibility provisions is that the cooperative receive
other subsidies or funds which would enable it to sufficiently operate.
IBA must therefore negotiate adequate subsidy of other funds in addition
to NCCB assistance for feasibility of the "South End Co-op." Accessibility
to external mechanisms is obviously of importance to IBA. Growth of
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secondary market opportunities for blanket and share loans as well as an
array of credit and financial assistance for housing co-ops could lower
the costs which the "South End Co-op" and its residents will encounter.
Control of construction and financing costs will result in long-term
housing affordability for moderate-income households for whom the "South
End Co-op" will be intended.
INTERNAL MECHANISMS
In addition to the external technical and financial sources of
assistance, a housing cooperative's most efficient control of long-term
costs affordability (and stability) is the way in which it structures
itself. The manner in which the co-op, its board and its members,
structures its internal operation can affect the co-op's ability to
achieve its objectives such as the provision of affordable and quality
housing for moderate-income families. IBA has an opportunity during its
development of the "South End Co-op" to help ensure that the housing
remains affordable to moderate-income families as the units are
transferred (i.e. resold). This section outlines certain major ways of
internally achieving control within housing co-ops. Because of their
foreseeable importance to the "South End Co-op," the following chapters
specify the application of these internal mechanisms to the IBA-sponsored
housing cooperative.
Syndication of Ownership
Developers of housing co-ops can use real estate syndication to
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raise some of the capital needed for project development costs.
Non-profit housing developers would especially find syndication attractive
when confronted with ever-increasing housing development costs and
decreasing government subsidies. Sale of the project (the housing co-op)
to investors in exchange for approximately 15% to 30% of the development
costs would enable the project to work. The cooperators should hopefully
be able to curtail their monthly costs because syndication proceeds would
minimize the loan(s) amount necessary for development and operation.
syndication of cooperative housing could thereby help control costs as the
housing changes hands among its occupants. Not only do cooperators
benefit from syndication, so do the investors. The investor limited
partners buy the syndicated housing for investment purposes, but primarily
in return for deductible tax losses which accrue from depreciation.
Investors are also able to deduct the co-op's mortgage interest payments
and any negative cash flow.
The relationship between the co-op and the partners in a syndication
however, is a precarious one. Advantages from a housing syndication (e.g.
capital from syndication proceeds) are also accompanied by disadvantages
(e.g. the risk of losing member control and long-term affordability).6 The
issues at stake here are detailed in a later chapter on the syndication of
limited equity cooperatives.
Resale Pocy and Transfer Value
Perhaps the most important way in which a cooperative can insure the
housing's long-term affordability for moderate (and low) income families
is through the structure of its resale policy. A cooperative's corporate
documents (by-laws and occupancy agreement) contain resident eligibility
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restrictions which also apply to the resale and transfer value of the
co-op's housing shares. Guidelines under which the departing cooperator
sells the membership and a formula for calculating the "fair value of the
membership interest that is being transferred" are typically required by a
housing co-op and apply to each member equitably.7
Restriction of the membership fee (resale or transfer value) for
incoming members can allow a co-op to maintain the affordability of its
housing for low and moderate-income families. Resale restrictions allow a
co-op to keep the transfer value low enough so that certain families can
afford to buy in. "Because the ownership and financing are not changed
every time residents move in or out, the restrictions on resident
eligibility continue in effect as occupancy changes. These restrictions
apply not only to the incoming member but also to the outgoing member.
The restrictions function by limiting the amount of equity build-up and
thereby limiting the purchase price of a co-op share.
Housing co-ops that are developed for low and/or moderate-income
families tend to take advantage of the option to limit the transfer value
of the shares. Without doing so, the co-ops could soon be out of the
price range of the families for whom they were originally intended.
Inflation in some real estate markets could raise the resale value to a
level which both low- and moderate-income households could not afford.
Speculation which has occurred in Boston's South End could cause the
resale value of a co-op unit to skyrocket without the restraints of
certain resale formulas.
There are four general types of resale policy options for housing
cooperatives: Par-value, market-rate, limited equity and structured
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equity. Each type of policy treats the resale formula in a way which
reflects the goals and values of the co-op's members. The two extremes
are represented by the par-value and the market-rate resale approaches.
The former limits the transfer value to its original price while the
latter policy allows the transfer value to reflect the best price an
outgoing cooperator can get for his or her share(s) in the co-op. Limited
equity co-ops have transfer formulas which allow for the transfer value to
fall in between the two extremes. A limited equity resale policy allows
an outgoing member to sell his or her co-op share(s) for a value greater
than the original downpayment but less than the private market would
grant. Finally, the structured equity resale policy limits each member's
equity according to the amount he or she has invested. This last resale
approach is generally applied to mixed-income housing cooperatives and
assigns different equity limitations for various income groups.
A moderate-income housing co-op could take advantage of par-value,
market-rate and limited equity resale policies because they would be
consistent toward all its members. The structured equity policy however
is irrelevant to a moderate-income co-op whose members' incomes are
relatively equivalent and therefore would not require different equity
restrictions to reflect their incomes.
Reserve Funds
Another option available to a housing co-op is to build a special
fund into its operation to be used to repurchase shares from its outgoing
members. Used in conjunction with either a right of first refusal or an
automatic repurchase option, the co-op corporation could buy an outgoing
member's share at the transfer value specified by the resale policy. The
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corporation could then resell it at an affordable price to an incoming
family. This is especially useful in situations where the share transfer
value is too costly for a household whom the co-op wishes to have as its
new member. Moderate-income co-op, for instance, can purchase a share at
price A from the outgoing member and resell it at a lower price B to the
incoming member. An adequate buy-out reserve fund can absorb the transfer
value difference while ensuring the co-op's affordability remains stable
during turnover.
Right of First Refusal
Maintenance of a special buy-out reserve fund for co-op shares works
well in conjunction with the a right of first refusal option. This legal
mechanism written into the co-op's by-laws gives the co-op itself the
first right to purchase the outgoing member's share. If the co-op
purchases the membership share, it can subsequently sell the share to a
member of its own selection. Use of the right of first refusal allows the
co-op to use its buy-out reserve funds to make the purchase and to keep
the share value in check as might be necessary.
Both right of first refusal and maintenance of a buy-out reserve
fund options are included in following sections.
Parent Organization
Sponsorship of a co-op by a parent organization is a final internal
mechanism which can assist in ensuring that the housing will not
ultimately be unaffordable for moderate-income families when housing
turnover occurs. A parent organization (non-profit or for-profit) can
assist the co-op financially or technically in keeping its costs down.
The sponsorship provides the co-op with opportunity to approach the parent
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group when needed for additional help. The parent organization can help
the co-op in its development, operation and in its financing. The housing
co-op could have access to special financial reserves maintained by the
parent organization.
Since each of these internal mechanisms apply directly to IBA's
proposed housing cooperative, they are detailed separately in the
following pages. Syndication, purchase reserve funds, and the right of
first refusal options along with structuring of the resale policy and
sponsorship by a parent organization all could help ensure a housing
co-op's long-term affordability for moderate-income families.
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IV
RESALE POLICY: THREE OPTIONS
Assuming that IBA is able to proceed with the development of a
moderate-income housing co-op in the South End, the manner in which the
organization utilizes internal mechanisms specific to co-ops will be
important in ensuring the housing's long-term affordability. One
mechanism which affects the affordability factor directly is the resale
policy. The ability of a moderate-income family to purchase a co-op share
one or ten years from now is determined by the family's income and the
price of the share. The resale policy adopted by the co-op decides the
share price. The co-op's selection of a resale policy is obviously an
important decision which should take the particular co-op's values and
concerns into consideration.
In its decision regarding which resale policy to adopt, the issues
which IBA should weigh are those intrinsic to its development of a
moderate-income housing co-op. First of all, regardless of the resale
option chosen, IBA should consider how effectively the policy controls
rising share prices so that the co-op remains affordable to
moderate-income families. A second important issue for IBA's
consideration is whether any restrictions on equity build-up will affect
the attitude of the "South End Cooperative's" members. Attitude is
important because it would reflect resentment or acceptance (or perhaps
indifference) on the part of the members toward the resale policy and
restrictions it places on equity. In addition, outgoing cooperators
should be able to receive a return on their equity as housing turnover
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occurs. The "South End Co-op's" resale policy should reflect the co-op's
goals: It should restrict the transfer value of shares so as to meet the
housing needs of moderate-income families; yet, the resale policy should
also allow for a return on equity in order for the co-op to be a stepping
stone from subsidized rental housing (Villa Victoria) to single-family
homeownership. Finally, the "South End Co-op" has to implement a resale
policy whose inherent trade-offs do not overpower its usefulness to the
co-op.
After consideration of these issues, the limited equity resale
policy appears to offer IBA what it seeks in a moderate-income housing
co-op. A limited equity co-op form could restrict share costs to a price
which moderate-income families could afford. The actual limited equity
transfer value formula takes various housing cost factors into account
(such as inflation, speculation) and can be adjusted annually according to
the co-op membership's needs. Limited equity formulas also offer
cooperators a return (although a restricted one) on their investment in
the co-op. Depending on the co-op's needs, the limited equity formula
could reimburse cooperators for the original downpayment, pro rata share
of amortization, and individual improvements on the housing unit. The
limited equity resale policy meets the requirements of the "South End
Co-op" and would be a favorable internal mechanism for the co-op to use to
control share affordability. Before the co-op embraces this resale policy
wholeheartedly, it should compare the limited equity approach to the other
transfer value approaches. Par-value and market-rate resale options
should be reviewed in order to calculate whether they provide the "South
End Co-op" and IBA with the affordability control which they seek. The
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remainder of this chapter looks at IBA's estimated numbers for the "South
End Co-op" as they apply to the three resale policies. The comparison of
par-value, market-rate and limited equity transfer value approaches is
important in order for IBA to decided the best way to ensure the "South
End Co-op's" long-term affordability to moderate-income households.
The three resale approaches (par-value, market-rate and limited
equity) have different trade-offs which could appeal to IBA. Each treats
the various market factors distinctly. The following chart shows which
factors, if any, the resale policies as typically drawn take into
account.
CHART 1: FACTOR EFFECTS ON RESALE POLICY APPROACHES
Par-value Limited equity Market-rate
Original YES YES YES
equity
Inflation NO YES* YES
Speculation NO NO YES
Amortization NO YES YES
Improvements NO YES* YES
(*With restrictions)
The par-value and market-rate approaches are the two resale policy
extremes. The former is unaffected by various market factors and the
latter allows for the inflationary effects of all factors. Limited equity
co-ops are a medium between the two extremes.
The remainder of this chapter will look at how the "South End Co-op"
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would fare under each of the resale approaches. Transfer formulas
representative of the three resale policies (with certain assumptions)
will be applied to IBA's proposed moderate-income housing co-op. The
assumptions in the applications are described in Chart 2. Because the
assumptions remain constant in the tables of the three resale approaches,
a comparison of par-value, market-rate, and limited equity formulas can be
made. The transfer value in the tables refers to the amount of
downpayment an incoming co-op member would have to make.
CHART 2: COST ASSUMPTIONS OF "SOUTH END CO-OP"
(To be used in Tables 4, 5 and 6)
Cost range of units: $31145 - $38469 *
Cost of unit A (2 BR, 874 s.f.): $31145 *
10% downpayment for unit A: $3114 *
Mortgage of unit A: $28030 *
Monthly operating cost for unit A: $185 *
Monthly debt service for A: $240 *
Total monthly costs for A: $425 *
Annual mortgage interest rate: 9.6% **
Mortgage term: 25 years **
Housing payment/income ratio: 30%
Annual inflation rate: 5%
1984 South End median income: $19861
Projected starting member income: $17000
Share loan downpayment: 10% of share downpayment
Share loan annual interest: 9/6%
Share loan term: 25 years
* Based on IBA's estimates for development of
Clarendon and Warren streets properties.
** MHFA-financing.
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PAR-VALUE APPROACH
Under the par-value resale method, the transfer value of co-op membership
is exactly equal to the original membership fee. By freezing the transfer
value at the initial cost, the "South End Co-op" would readily ensure the
co-op's affordability to moderate-income families in the future. Freezing
the transfer value at the initial membership fee eliminates speculation
and inflation and their effects on the transfer value (required
downpayment). In year one, cooperator 'B' pays $3114 for the downpayment
of unit A. When 'B' sells the unit (that is, his or her share) in ten
years, 'B' will receive $3114, the same amount. The incoming co-op member
benefits with a par-value approach because she or he does not have to
worry that the transfer value of the share cost will appreciate beyond her
or his affordability. The required equity for unit A (the smallest and
least expensive "South End Co-op" unit), equity gain, and median family
income over a period of twenty years is displayed in Table 4.
The table assumes that the share value for unit A will remain
constant over time while both housing costs and income change to reflect
inflation. The table assumes that housing costs and income will increase
at an annual 5% rate. (This assumption might not be realistic given the
fact that personal income does not always keep pace with inflation --
especially for low- and moderate-income households.)
The fourth column of Table 4 reflects the income required by a
cooperator to make monthly housing costs payments. Housing costs are
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assumed to be 30% of personal income. In the fifth column, housing costs
are still 30% of income, yet they now include an additional monthly
payment for a share loan. It is assumed that the cooperator's limited
savings require additional financing, therefore the cooperator would have
to take out a share loan to make the required $3114 co-op downpayment.
The cooperator's income now has to support the following monthly housing
costs: Blanket loan payment ($240), operating costs ($185), and share loan
payment ($27). For columns 4 and 5, the required income reflects an annual
5% inflation rate in housing costs.
TABLE 4: PAR-VALUE EQUITY FORMULA FOR UNIT A
Formula: Equity accrued = downpayment
Required Area
Down- Equity gain Required income median
Year payment upon sale income w/ share income
1 $3114 $0 $17000 $18000 $19861
5 3114 0 20664 21879 24141
10 3114 0 26373 27923 30811
15 3114 0 33659 35640 39323
20 3114 0 42958 45483 50188
The table shows that over a twenty-year period, the costs of
membership in the "South End Co-op" would still be affordable to
moderate-income families because the co-op entry downpayment of $3114
would remain constant while personal income would continue to rise. The
required income for co-op membership (with or without share loan
financing) would be below the family median income for the South End and
therefore presumably within the income affordability range for
moderate-income families. Assuming income for targeted "South End Co-op"
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families keeps pace with inflation as housing costs most likely would,
moderate-income families should be able to afford to purchase co-op shares
as unit turnover occurs in a par-value housing cooperative.
There are disadvantages associated with par-value housing
cooperatives. They are typically summarized as the following two
complaints:
1. If one of the principal values of a co-op is that it gives the
residents a sense of participation and involvement by giving them a
homeownership interest, how can they claim to be homeowners if they
do not realize any of the appreciation of the value of the property
they own?
2. Even if members are denied the full appreciation in the value of
their property, how can they be denied at the very least an
adjustment to their membership fee to reflect increases in the cost
of living?"'
Although under the par-value formula, cooperators would not receive
an appreciation for their co-op share, they would have other homeownership
benefits such as freedom from landlord profit and a voice in their
housing. One could defend the par-value approach by arguing that even
single-family homeowners do not always experience real estate
appreciation.
Despite the arguments in favor of the par-value equity approach,
this resale structure would be inappropriate for the "South End Co-op"
because it allows no cost-of-living increase. IBA wants its co-op to
remain affordable to moderate-income families over time, yet it also wants
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the co-op to be a stepping stone for these families to other forms of
homeownership. By disallowing equity accrual, the par-value approach
limits the other homeownership forms which would be affordable to
cooperators when they are ready to move out of the co-op. Other
homeownership forms would at least make allowances for value of
improvements and mortgage amortization. The par-value approach, by
offering an outgoing member exactly what it originally invested in the
co-op, would possibly make other forms of homeownership difficult to
afford.
MARKELT-RATE APPROACH
Housing cooperatives which use the market-rate transfer value formula
offer their departing members full appreciation - the extreme to the
par-value resale approach. Under the market-rate policy, outgoing
cooperators receive a transfer value equal to their proportionate share of
the property's fair market value. Full appreciation would make the
graduation to single-family homeownership easier for outgoing co-op
members.
Application of the market-rate approach to unit A of the "South End
Co-op" is shown in Table 5. The table makes several assumptions concerning
the inflation rate and the rate of real estate speculation in the South
End. An 8% annual rate applied to the transfer value (co-op share
downpayment) is comprised of an annual cost-of-living inflation rate (5%)
and a real estate inflation rate (3%). The real estate inflation rate
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conservatively reflects speculation in the South End. The 5% annual
cost-of-living increase is applied to both monthly housing costs and
personal income in Table 5. The assumptions under the market-rate approach
are similar to those made under par-value and to those that will be made
with the limited equity approach. The difference is in what the three
resale approaches take into consideration when determining the co-op share
cost and the required downpayment. Because the market-rate formula
considers inflation in the real estate market and the par-value formula
considers no inflation, there are large differences between the
downpayment and the required income under both formulas.
TABLE 5: MARKET-RATE EQUITY FOR UNIT A
Formula: Transfer value = original unit value + (original
unit value x 8% annual increase in South End real estate market
values) - outstanding blanket loan balance
Required Annual hsg. South
Share Down- income costs incl. End
down- payment with share share loan median
Year payment gain loan payments income
1 $3114 $0 $18000 $5400 $19861
5 15260 12146 25503 7651 24141
10 36917 21657 38093 11428 30811
15 68992 32075 55540 16662 39323
20 116531 47539 79917 23975 50188
Assuming that South End real estate market values will increase
faster than the cost of living (because of gentrification and speculation
trends in the neighborhood), the "South End Co-op" transfer value for unit
A would be too costly for moderate-income families as the housing changes
hands. As a market-rate co-op, factors such as speculation and
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appreciation could cause the "South End Co-op's" share downpayments to
inflate rapidly. Annual housing costs would demand a higher percentage of
the families' income under a market-rate formula than under a par-value
resale formula. Furthermore, financing an additional loan (share loan)
for the increasing share downpayment would only deplete more of the
moderate-income cooperator's disposable income. Since moderate-income
families might not have the savings for the required downpayment, loan
financing of a market-rate co-op share would be necessary. The share loan
would demand an extra monthly payment for the cooperator to make in
addition to the blanket loan payment and the usual operating costs. If
this is the case, it would appear that the "South End Co-op" would be
unable to set the downpayment/transfer value at the market price and be
able to ensure affordable housing for long-term use by moderate-income
households. The co-op's affordability would be susceptible to risks of
the marketplace (both profits and losses).
LIMITED EQUITY HOUSING CO-OP
Lying within the two resale approach extremes is the limited equity resale
policy which limits the transfer value of the ownership interest while
allowing the outgoing cooperator a return on his or her original
investment. The "South End Co-op" would be able to determine the limited
equity formula which would permit a return that would be fair to outgoing
members while keeping the housing affordable. Many limited equity co-ops
-- especially those developed for low- and moderate-income households -
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use a formula which accounts for a return on the principal payments the
member has contributed to the blanket mortgage, improvements to the unit
which did not come out of replacement reserves, and the initial investment
adjusted for inflation. Membership shares of a limited equity housing
co-op would not reflect housing price or speculative inflation like
market-rate shares would. The affordability of limited equity co-ops is
protected from market forces because of the following:
1. When co-op turnover occurs, refinancing of the co-op's blanket
mortgage is unnecessary. Housing co-ops (with the exception of
market-rate co-ops) therefore "are not subject to housing price
inflation due to speculation, rising interest rates, real estate
fees and appreciation;" 2
2. Equity build-up is based on the original loan amount and share price
increases therefore do not reflect speculative or inflationary
housing price increases.
In its 1983 proposal to the BRA, IBA expressed interest in using a typical
limited equity formula similar to the one mentioned above which allows
limited return on improvements, amortization, and cost of living
increase. The formula in the table below calculates the transfer value
(i.e. the share equity downpayment) at an annual 5% increase on member's
downpayment, in addition to the member's pro rata principal blanket
mortgage payments and the value of improvements made to the housing unit.
The latter is assumed to be low in the table, although in reality it could
be quite high.
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TABLE 5: LIMITED EQUITY TRANSFER VALUE FORMULA
Share Gain Required South End
down- from Required income w/ median
Year payment sale income share loan income
1 $3114 $0 $17000 $18000 $19861
5 4703 1589 20664 21943 24141
10 7518 2815 26373 28773 30811
15 11708 4190 33659 37380 39323
20 18015 6307 42958 48678 50188
Formula: Transfer value = initial downpayment + (initial
downpayment x 5% annual cost of living increase) + value of
improvements + principal payments
The table above demonstrates how, as a limited equity co-op, the
"South End Co-op" could ensure its continued financial stability. By
restricting the equity build-up, IBA would be able to protect the co-op's
affordability from the speculative housing market and be able to control
the turnover of its moderate-income housing co-op. A cooperator moving
out of unit A would be able to receive a return on the initial investment
while an incoming cooperator's income would be adequate to afford the
unit.
Naturally there are trade-offs inherent with each transfer value
formula. Par-value co-ops, for instance, keep the housing affordable yet
do not offer cooperators the homeownership benefit of a return on the
investment. Market-rate co-ops, on the other hand, provide outgoing
members the best return on equity -- while doing so, however, the market
causes the membership costs to rise rapidly. Consequently,
moderate-income households are unable to afford the initial downpayment as
turnover occurs. Finally, although it appears to be the best resale form
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of the co-op, the limited equity concept has trade-offs which would affect
cooperators. While a limited equity co-op provides members with a return
on their investment through equity build-up, it does not provide a return
which reflects the real market. A limited equity co-op might not be a
stepping stone to single-family homeownership because of its equity
restrictions. The disadvantages and the advantages associated with the
three types of co-ops can be summarized in the following chart.
GART 3: CD-(P RESALE APP10AQIES AND TRAIE-(FES
Advantages
Par-value
Market-rate
Limited
equity
Disadvantages
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- elmination of - no appreciation benefits
speculation - no anortization benefits
- simplicity - lose to inflation
- long-term - not a means to other
affordability forms of homeownership
- best return - speculative notion
on equity (profits) - individual prioritized
- full homeownership before camunity (personal
benefits gain vs. co-op endeavor)
(appreciation) - open to risks of the
- stepping stone to marketplace
single-family - affordability threatened
homownership
- amortization - inability to reflect
benefits real housing price
- Limited return on inflation
investment - poor means to other
- affordability forms of homeownership
protected
- protection fran
market risks
- elimination of
speculation
- resale value
fonula set by co-op
After deliberating the issues, a limited equity co-op would best suit
IBA's needs because. The inherent trade-offs of this resale concept are
balanced more in favor of the moderate-income members than are the other
approaches. A limited equity "South End Co-op" would ensure the long-term
affordability of the housing while giving a return on investment to
departing members. Prospective members should be aware of the limited
equity provision prior to making their decision whether to join the
co-op. It should be willingly agreed that households become members of
the limited equity co-op and recognize that the co-op addresses the
community's needs before those of the individual. Prospective members
would have opportunity to view the by-laws of the co-op which contain the
resale rules and any other governing rules of the co-op. The co-op's
by-laws would spell out restrictions on the equity and member-families
would not object to these restrictions if they knew of them prior to their
membership decision and accepted them.
The next step after deciding on limiting the equity, is to determine
the transfer value formula. The "South End Co-op's" goals should be made
explicit in choosing the formula. Furthermore, the co-op and IBA should
closely study the impact of the chosen formula on those goals. Questions
the co-op should ask itself are: Does the transfer value formula keep the
housing affordable? Are members losing to inflation with the limited
equity formula? Does the formula allow families to graduate to other
forms of homeownership? Will the formula allow the co-op to reimburse
members for improvements made on their units?
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VLIMITED EQUITY FORMULA: FACTORS FOR IBA
Determination of the limited equity formula is an important process
in IBA's development of the "South End Co-op" because the formula reflects
those housing issues important to IBA and its reasons for developing the
co-op. The formula used in Table 6 is just an example. It accounted for
an annual 5% cost of living increase to the cooperator's original equity,
his or her pro rata amortization share of the blanket mortgage and the
value of improvements to the co-op housing unit. The formula in Table 6
limited the sale value of a co-op share so that it would still be below
what the market would bear, yet the formula gave the outoing cooperator a
return which reflected what she or he had invested in the co-op (equity,
amortization and housing improvements). There are other factors, however,
which IBA could weigh in calculating the limited equity resale formula.
Some factors are broad, applying to the housing market in general, while
others are pertinent only to housing in the south End. Their importance is
obvious because they affect the co-op's housing costs for future
moderate-income consumers and the return consumers receive upon departure
from the co-op.
Some of the factors which IBA should weigh in the determination of
the "South End Co-op's" limited equity resale formula are inflationary
ones which affect the city-wide housing market. Housing costs which have
been reported to be rising faster than household incomes should be
considered. Does the "South End Co-op" want the resale price of a co-op
share to reflect the increasing housing costs which cooperators have made
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over time? There are annual cost of living increases. The limited equity
formula could reflect these increases using different indices such as the
Consumer Price Index or the Home Loan Bank Board's New England
Single-Family Home Prices. The "South End Co-op" could use the index which
does best what it needs: Allowing the outgoing cooperator's original co-op
downpayment to keep pace with inflation while still limiting it so that
the housing is affordable to moderate-income households. The formula
could include the value of all capital improvements made by the cooperator
to his or her housing unit. The formula could adjust the value for
depreciation using the IRS Accelerated Cost Recovery Schedule.
Additionally, IBA might want the limited equity formula to compensate
cooperators for their contributions to current operating reserves and also
for their sweat equity contributions to the building's or unit's capital
improvements.
Factors affecting the South End housing market are the area's rapid
gentrification, and the rising speculation in land and buildings. As
mentioned earlier, these factors have had an inflationary effect on the
South End real estate market. A recent newspaper article reports that
"the neighborhood has undergone massive urban construction. Scores of
buildings have been torn down. Tremont and other streets have been
widened, bringing more traffic and attracting restaurants and shops."1 The
change occurring in the South End is good if it revitalizes deteriorating
housing. The speculation accompanying the change, however, could have
adverse effect on the housing market for families with limited incomes.
The same newspaper article mentions that some two-bedroom apartments in
the South End fetch $900 a month.2 The neighborhood's location promotes
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some of these inflationary trends because of its proximity to downtown and
its accessibility to public transportation. If the cooperators' return on
equity reflected the South End's market trends, they would have little
problem being able to afford other forms of homeownership. On the other
hand, the "South End Co-op" would eventually become too costly for
moderate-income families if the equity resale formula took the local
factors into consideration.
Other factors such as local property taxes and the South End's
registered historical status could also have some weight in determining
the co-op's resale formula. If the property taxes rise, however, they
would hurt IBA's efforts to protect the co-op's housing costs to future
moderate-income households. Furthermore, the designation of the South End
as a registered historical district by the U.S. Department of Interior be
another inflationary factor in the determination of the resale formula.
Most of the factors mentioned so far would inflate the housing costs of
the "South End Co-op." The arguments in favor of factoring these market
and neighborhood multilier effects into the equity resale formula is that
the co-op would be a stepping stone for moderate-income families to other
forms of homeownership. If they were in the formula, the effects from
these factors would give co-op members a healthy return on their initial
downpayment. The return could possibly be adequate enough to serve as
equity for a single-family home loan.
When determining the limited equity formula for the "South End
Co-op," IBA should remember that most of the housing factors pertinent to
the South End would not help ensure the co-op's loing-term affordability
for moderate-income consumers. IBA needs to weigh factors, such as the
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South End's historical status and its location, for instance, over the
long run. Perhaps these factors would not adversely affect the co-op's
affordability immediately, but they could over a period of ten or more
years. In order to limit the equity return, IBA has to decide which
factors from a rather extensive list should be incorporated into the
resale formula and what weight the factors should carry.
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1. Jonathan Kaufman, "As change comes to South End, some strive to regain
unity," The Boston Globe, 19 May 1984, p. 4, col. 1.
2. Ibid.
3. Lynne Potts, "Costly carcasses: Do South End tax shelters raise the
rents?", Boston Ledger, 21-28 May 1984, p. 3, col. 1.
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VI
RESERVE FUND AND THE RIGHT OF FIRST REFUSAL
One internal mechanism which IBA would like to institute in the
"South End Co-op" is a first purchase option, otherwise known as the right
of first refusal. This legal option gives the cooperative corporation the
opportunity to purchase a unit that comes up for sale before prospective
members have the opportunity. With this right, the co-op can repurchase a
unit at one price and sell it at a lower price hat would be more
affordable to moderate-income families. The co-op absorbs the loss in
order to maintain affordable moderate-income housing. (The co-op has the
right to resell the unit in question for as little or as much as it
chooses. So, there could be a profit instead of a loss.)
The right of first refusal in combination with financial assistance
is a useful tool in guaranteeing that moderate-income families remain
occupants of the co-op. Many local low- and moderate-income housing
cooperatives (e.g. the ones sponsored by the Boston Catholic Archdiocese)
implement the right of first refusal along with a buy-out reserve fund.
The reserve fund absorbs any losses the co-ops might incur as a result of
repurchasing shares and reselling them. The Archdiocese-sponsored co-ops
require heir members to contribute $3.00 monthly to a special buy-out
fund. If the "South End Co-op" were to do this, at the end of the year it
would have collected $864 from 24 units and members. Although it is a
small amount and might be insubstantial to absorb any transaction losses,
the size of the "South End Co-op" could result in a cohesive co-op with
very low turnover. Low turnover would allow the fund to grow.
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Furthermore, this first purchase option would hopefully be rarely used
since the limited equity transfer value formula would ensure that the
housing will not ultimately be too costly for moderate-income families
when turnover does occur.
An important advantage of the right of first refusal is that the
co-op would have an opportunity to control selection of incoming members.
Repurchasing and then reselling shares would give the "South End Co-op" a
chance to choose members suitable for the co-op and for its values and
objectives.
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VII
SYNDICATION OF A LIMITED EQUITY CO-OP
IBA's plans to syndicate the "South End Co-op" could mean several
things to its members. First of all as mentioned earlier, syndication
provides the coop with capital needed for development and construction.
The "South End Co-op" could use the syndication proceeds as equity for its
blanket mortgage. In exchange for the capital, the co-op would sell
ownership rights to investor limited partners. The co-op would primarily
sell its tax losses (depreciation, mortgage interest, etc.) to investors
who would be in a high tax bracket and could therefore use the shelter.
However, in exchange for the syndication proceeds, the "South End Co-op"
runs the risk of losing member control and long-term affordability because
the co-op would share ownership of the development.
Unless the co-op negotiates for control and profit restrictions,
some of a co-op's essential advantages would be reduced or eliminated by
the syndication partnership. If the co-op does not participate in the
partnership (as general partner or as limited partner), it essentially
"becomes a tenants' association dealing with a landlord .... The co-op
would thereby lose many of its ownership feature. Another homeownership
feature of which a syndicated limited equity co-op would deprive
cooperators is the advantage of taking income tax deductions for the
mortgage interest.
The risk of losing its long-term affordability because of
syndication should be an important concern to the "South End Co-op." The
limited partners who invest in the project will do so because of profit
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motives. The investors will be interested in sheltering their income but
also want a cash flow return eventually and a good return from the co-op's
sale proceeds. In order for investors to receive the latter, the co-op
would probably have to be refinanced at a higher mortgage amount and
interest rate --- and this would result in higher monthly payments for
cooperators.
There appears to be a conflict of interest in the syndication of a
limited equity co-op. This conflict can however be mitigated by certain
actions and agreements between investors and the co-op. First, investors
might be more interested in tax shelter than in receiving a positive cash
flow. The co-op cannot only offer tax deductions to investors because the
IRS would consider the project to be "without economic substance." The
IRA refuses to allow tax deduction to be the only return to the investor
in a project. A solution would be for the co-op's lease with the
syndicators to restrict the cash flow the investors receive.
Lease arrangements could also restrict the partners resale of the
co-op. The lease could restrict the sale price or it could give the co-op
a right of first refusal on the project. If a non-profit organization
like IBA or the co-op were a partner in the syndication, it could receive
proceeds from sale of the co-op. The partner role however would limit the
co-op's daily management of the project since it would mean further
interest conflicts. Another solution to keep the housing affordable after
resale is for IBA as a co-general partner to purchase the co-op from the
partnership and then to sell or lease it to the co-op. Yet another
solution would be for the co-op to have a long-term master lease from the
partners which restricts cash flow sale proceeds and give the co-op
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management responsibility. The co-op could then assume member control and
ensure the affordability. While the restrictions mentioned above could
help reduce the market value and the sale price of the co-op, they could
also reduce the marketability of the "South End Co-op" to investors
seeking substantial cash flow or profitable sale returns.
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Cooperatives, p. 10.
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VIII
THE HUMAN FACTOR IN THE "SOUTH END COOPERATIVE"
What might seem to be a small part of a housing cooperative
experience, the members' ability to act cooperatively, actually plays a
larger role in a housing co-op's success. Whether the previously
described mechanisms -- such as limiting the equity -- would effectively
ensure the long-term affordability of the "South End Co-op's" entrance
downpayment for moderate-income families depends upon the cooperating
families themselves. The people who would live in the co-op would be the
key ingredient in ensuring the "South End Co-op's" success as affordable
housing for moderate-income families. The cooperators would be the key
factor for several reasons. First, they would democratically control the
co-op through an elected governing board. The co-op membership would
therefore work closely with IBA, the parent organization, in the operation
of the "South End Co-op". Second, the cooperators would have chosen to
become members of the "South End Co-op" for positive reasons such as
desire to participate in a co-op, to receive some homeowner benefits, to
be affiliated with IBA, and to purchase affordable South End housing. On
the other hand, the membership could possible have chosen the co-op for
negative reasons such as the inability to afford a single-family home or
other South End housing. There is the possibility that the cooperators
would have no alternative but to live in multi-family housing like the
co-op. They might have no desire to either become or remain affiliated
with IBA. This leads to the membership's attitude, the third reason why
the people who would live in the "South End Co-op" would be the key
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ingredient. The co-op's success as affordable housing would be dependent
on the attitudes of its members which would affect their degree of
participation in the co-op's operation and maintenance. The understanding
of the members towards limiting the equity and continuing to -provide
affordable moderate-income housing would also be reflected in their
attitudes.
The relationships of the members toward each other and toward the
co-op is the human factor which IBA should consider in the development of
the "South End Co-op." Disregard for this factor could impair the
operation of the co-op by admitting members who care little for IBA's
objective of the neighborhood working together to solve its housing and
economic problems. To begin with, IBA should consider the sort of person
who would purchase membership in its limited equity co-op. An individual
or family wanting to profit from the neighborhood's speculative real
estate market would find the "South End Co-op" unsuitable and should not
be admitted to the co-op. For that matter, IBA should consider whether a
family merely wanting to receive a substantial equity return in order to
graduate to single-family homeownership would be right for the co-op. The
limited equity return could be insufficient for a single-family home
downpayment.
Who should the "South End Co-op" members be? What criterion should
be used in the selection? It seems that the type of person who would want
to live in IBA's limited equity co-op would be someone willing to forgo
profit in order to lower the cost of the housing. In order for IBA's and
the co-op's needs to be in agreement with those of the members, an
understanding of the co-op principles and of human relationships must be
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reached within the co-op by all concerned parties. Member education plays
an important role in achieving this understanding among the cooperators
because it educates them about the development's objectives and their
role(s) as members. Both pre- and post-occupancy education should stress
membership rights and responsibilities so that an agreement and
understanding between IBA and the cooperators is reached regading their
roles and the "South End Co-op's" ideals and objectives. Furthermore, the
education process should help the member realize that the benefit comes
from living in the co-op and not from investing in it.
IBA's recognition of the importance of the human factor involved in
the co-op's development -- via selection of members and their education
regarding the co-op -- should help ensure the "South End Co-op's"
success. A fostering of the membership's commitment to the co-op should
ensure its longevity as moderate-income housing in the South End. Proper
membership selection and education would promote a "cooperatively" run
co-op while a certain degree of commitment from the members to the "South
End Co-op" would further ensure its continuation as an affordable form of
homeownership.
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CONCLUSION
The purpose of this thesis was to investigate the means IBA could
use to ensure that its South End housing cooperative, once developed,
would remain affordable to moderate-income families over the long-run.
IBA wanted to know the trade-of fs of the various mechanisms which helped
control for the affordability. The external mechanisms reviewed here
provided the financing insurance or subsidies with which the co-op could
lower its monthly housing costs and consequently the amount of the
cooperator's income needed to support those costs. Problems surround the
external mechanisms, however, and their ability to protect the housing
co-op's affordability for future moderate-income consumers. First, the
federal government has discontinued many of its insurance and subsidy
programs. Second, the primary market is still relatively unfamiliar with
the housing cooperative concept and henceforth with co-op financing.
Finally, a secondary market for co-op mortgages is barely getting-off the
ground. Because of these problems, assistance from external mechanisms
appears limited.
Of special concern to IBA, however, are the internal mechanisms
which regulate the co-op's share costs. The resale policy appears to be
the best mechanisms with which the co-op can control its transfer value
and thereby its affordability. The par-value, market-rate, and limited
equity resale policies have inherent trade-offs which favor certain
development objectives over others. In line with IBA's objectives, the
limited equity resale concept could eliminate inflationary factors found
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in the South End. Depending on the factors involved in its calculations,
the limited equity resale formula could permit a modest return to the
"South End Co-op's" members while keeping the sale costs below the market
price. The right of first refusal and IBA's syndication plans for the
"South End Co-op" would also help ensure the long-term affordability of
the housing. The syndication, however, would be a complicated matter and
would require both IBA as the parent organization and the co-op itself to
monitor the housing development's continued well-being and affordability.
The controls which IBA could implement in the "South End Co-op's"
development can only work well if there is an understanding between the
co-op members and IBA regarding the project's objectives and their
required participation. Member education would be key in ensuring that
the cooperators understand the restrictions placed on the value of their
downpayment shares.
Assuming IBA decides to establish the "South End Co-op" as limited
equity housing, there would be required steps for IBA to take in the
co-op's development. The following is a checklist of recommendations for
IBA to follow:
1. In calculating the co-op's limited equity formula, IBA should
determine the housing and neighborhood factors which would affect
the "South End Co-op." IBA needs to examine the various factors over
the long-run in order to see their effects on the co-op's
affordability.
2. IBA should determine it's role and the co-op's in the syndication
arrangement. Possible interest conflicts need to be confronted and
mitigated in the syndication lease between the partners.
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3. The co-op should establish a buy-out reserve fund in case it needs
to absorb any losses after exercising the right of first refusal.
It should determine how the money will be collected, the amount and
the rate of occurrence.
4. IBA needs to design the pre- and post-occupancy education process
which the co-op's members should undergo.
5. The by-laws and occupancy agreement of the "South End Co-op" should
be drawn-up, detailing some of the above recommendations such as the
limited equity resale formula.
In conclusion, IBA's concern over the housing co-op's long-term
affordability appears to be a valid one in light of the City's and the
neighborhood's housing trends. It does seem that IBA can assuage its
concern by implementing certain mechanisms which would help ensure that
the co-op does not become too costly as turnover occurs. In the long-run,
however, these mechanisms can only work when special consideration is give
to the human factor in the housing development.
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APPENDIX A
LOCATION OF THE SOUTH END
The South End
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APPENDIX B
HOUSING COOPERATIVE TERMS AND DEFINITIONS
Cooperative: Multi-family homeownership where members own shares of stock
instead of individual units.
Blanket loans: Finance the acquisition of land and buildings. Issued to
co-op organization.
Share loans: Issued to individual cooperators to finance the purchase of
co-op membership certificate. Possible additional cost which member might
incur if he or she cannot afford the downpayment.
Cooperative corporation by-laws: Legal specifications regarding member's
relationship and obligation to co-op, duties of board members, transfer
value of membership certificate or stock.
Occupancy agreement: Legal contract between cooperators and the co-op
corporation establishing rights and responsibilities of residency.
Transfer value: Refers to the price of sale relating to shares of co-op
stock. Price an outgoing cooperator can request for his or her share.
Moderate-income: Refers to households with income large enough to remove
them from low-income category. Moderate-income households earning
slightly below median income.
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